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In today's update:
-- The Design of Plants now available
-- Audio CD versus cassette tape
-- Subscription to all new products now possible
-- The Design of Plants
Like everything else, animate or inanimate, a plant has a Design, a unique
blueprint of its form.
In spring 1998 Ra lectured for a group of herbology students in Boulder,
Colorado. He introduced the Design of plants and proposed timed germination
to produce herbs with tailored healing characteristics.
The lecture is now available on audio CD from New Sun Services America.
$15 + shipping
To order call 505 758-2909
or email mailto:nssa@humandesignsystem.com
To see pictures and descriptions of this and other fine products go to
www.humandesignsystem.com/products/1.htm
-- Audio CD versus cassette tape
Our recent announcement of the monthly Neutrino Forecast now being available
on CD confused some people. We should have said audio CD: those you put into
a CD player and listen, not those you put into a computer.
During the last three years we have published 58 titles (a total of 90
tapes) on audio cassette. Even though the original material was recorded
digitally, we hesitated to publish it on CD. Mainly, it was a question of
volume: not enough titles were sold to merit the large production runs
required for reasonable CD prices.
This has changed. Technology allows us today to produce small runs of CDs
in-house.
The advantages of audio CDs are obvious: It is a robust medium (no tangled
tapes), there's a CD player almost anywhere, it sounds much better than
cassette and, best of all, the digital index lets users jump to
predetermined tracks immediately, without winding tape. This is especially
convenient for students of Human Design who want to listen to just a
particular spot again, such as "the fourth Rave week in July," or "Neptune
in line 2 of gate 36" (coming up).
Starting with The Design of Plants and the Neutrino Forecast, the available
audio library will now expand only on CD.
We sympathize with our clients who listen to the tapes in their cars. We
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don't mind if you make a personal copy of your CD for your car, but, please,
keep it for yourself. Even the new CDs are priced very reasonably at $15 a
disc and everyone is encouraged to not make or accept copies.
-- Subscription to all new products now possible
Quite a few people have asked us over the years to have subscriptions of all
new products New Sun Services America produces. So far we had to decline,
but now it is possible. There's much in the pipeline, so if you'd like to
subscribe to all upcoming new products, give us a call.
New Sun Services America
PO Box 195
Taos NM 87571 USA
505 758-2909 (voice)
505 758-3925 (fax)
mailto:nssa@humandesignsystem.com
www.humandesignsystem.com
The Human Design Network Newsletter, by now in its 7th year, is occasionally
sent by conventional mail to clients of New Sun Services America.
The Human Design Network Update e-mails are sent in between issues. To be
removed from this list, please reply and write "remove" in the subject line.
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